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Dream Quest Images

Dream Quest Images, the feature film

visual effects division of The Walt

Disney Company, will present their

work on Armageddon. Dream Quest's

visual effects team was responsible

for some of the film's most dramatic

moments, among them the first

glimpse of the asteroid as the space

shuttles slingshot around the moon,

the crash landing of the shuttles,

the jump of the Armadillo lunar

vehicle over the chasm, the final

detonation of the asteroid and the

destruction of Paris.

Speakers will include visual effects

supervisor Richard Hoover, digital

effects supervisor Darin Hollings,

compositing supervisor Marlo Pabon,

software programmer Jim Callahan

and visual effects supervisor

(Destruction of Paris) Hoyt Yeatman.

Their presentation will cover the pro-

duction of these complex shots and

will also address such topics as the

conceptual design and construction

of the asteroid, the development of

proprietary software and the working

relationship with director Michael Bay

and producer Jerry Bruckheimer.

Walt Disney Feature Animation

With an inspired cast of vocal talents

and new technological breakthroughs

that bring added depth and dimen-

sionality to the jungle settings,

Disney's animated version of Tarzan
captures the fantasy, excitement and

imagination of the classic tale by

Edgar Rice Burroughs as never before.

With music by Grammy Award-

winning singer/songwriter Phil
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Collins, Tarzan combines adventure
and comedy as it traces the story of a
human baby who is orphaned in the
African jungle and lovingly raised by
a family of apes. Tarzan's peaceful
and sheltered world is turned upside
down by the arrival of a human
expedition and the revelation that
he is one of them. As he struggles to
decide which "family" he belongs
with, his dilemma is further compli-
cated by his feelings for an adventur-
ous young woman named Jane and
the discovery that a trusted member
of his new human "family" is plot-
ting to harm the apes.

Eric Daniels, CGI lead on Tarzan, will
present some of the revolutionary
technology used to create the jungle
in Tarzan. Daniels began in traditional
animation on Ralph Bakshi's Lord of

the Rings, and has since jumped
between traditional and computer
animation, working on such films as

Disney's Who Framed Roger Rabbit

and Rescuers Down Under.

Walt Disney Imagineering

Members from Walt Disney
Imagineering's Virtual Studio will give
a real- time demonstration ofHercules
in the Underworld, an immersive
attraction developed for DisneyQuest,
an indoor interactive theme park for
the whole family.DisneyQuest is the
newest evolution of Disney entertain-
ment, if you can dream it, you can
do it in this brand new place where
Disney adventures and your imagina-
tion come together in a totally inter-
active way. This multiplayer attrac-
tion allows the guest to become one
of the characters of the feature anima-
tion film Hercules.

Speakers from the Virtual Studio will
include creative director Gary Daines,
animation director BruceWoodside,
and software engineer Michael Goslin.

HERCULES IN THE UNDERWORLD Help Hercules and his friends battle the evil Hades. ©Disney
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